SIR Area 2 Computer & Technology

Artificial Intelligence
& Smartphones

By Neil Schmidt

What's Hot?
Alphabet soup...
❖

AR  Augmented Reality

❖

VR  Virtual Reality

❖

IoT  Internet of Things

❖

AI  Artificial Intelligence

Next Big Thing in Smartphones
Software...
❖

Nearly a decade after taking off, the smartphone is at a turning point.

❖

Advances in hardware have become incremental, and growth in
handset sales has largely stalled.

❖

But the development of software and services on the phone is
booming, driven largely by advances in artificial intelligence,
expanding what the devices are capable of and making them
increasingly indispensable.

❖

The change is roiling the industry
The Wall Street Journal (January 11, 2017)

What is Artificial Intelligence?
❖

Artificial Intelligence (AI): An area of computer science that emphasizes the
creation of intelligent machines that work and react like humans.

❖

Some of the activities computers with artificial intelligence are designed for
include:
❖

Speech recognition

❖

Learning

❖

Planning

❖

Problem solving

❖

A vast potential to revolutionize the way the world works

❖

Potential risk of developing computers so smart that they can replace humans (?)

❖

Implementation could do more harm than good if we arenʹt careful (Elon Musk,
Bill Gates, Stephen Hawking)

Past AI Public Blunders

❖

Google Photos facial recognition

❖

Microsoft "Tay" chatbot

Recent Major AI Success

❖

Google Translate
❖

Changed from phrasebased translation to a neural
networks AI system in 2017

❖

Achieved 60% accuracy improvement almost
immediately

Artificial Intelligence Development

Subsets of AI
❖

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the general field that covers everything that has
anything to do with giving machines “intelligence”

❖

Machine learning: conferring upon machines the ability to “learn.”

❖

❖

Uses algorithms that discover patterns and generate insights

❖

Sidesteps the need to program specifically for every single possible action.

Deep learning: enabling machines to learn & think like humans
❖

Requires a complex architecture that mimics a human brainʹs neural
networks

❖

Algorithms are trained by humans first. Over time, the algorithms begin to
become more sensible, making its own assumptions, relying less on human
trainers thus solving complex problems.

❖

You need big data, and tremendous computing power

Machine Learning Example
1. Computer performs a specific task
2. Results are graded, i.e., win or lose
3. If "win", assign winning value to the action
4. Do this a million times (or so)
5. Establish the actions most likely to win
6. Create an algorithm that replicates the "likely to win"
actions

Neural Network Example
1. Breakup a photo into all the "edges"
2. Compare the edges to numerous examples of "eyes" (collected via
machine learning)
3. Compare: "nose", "mouth", "hair", "ears", etc.
4. Find faces from results of 2 & 3 above
5. Notes eye, nose, mouth, etc. characteristics of each face found
6. Compare these characteristics to that of known faces (facial
recognition)
7. Note: There are many independent nodes (collections of data)
that are used in this analysis

Privacy Issue
❖

Most AI analysis requires lots of data and computer power

❖

Analysis is therefore usually not done locally

❖

Potential privacy concerns about sharing your info
(encryption vs. AI)

❖

Two different strategies:
❖

Google & Amazon: global

❖

Apple: local

Some Current AI Uses
❖

Virtual personal assistants (Siri, Google Now, Cortana, Elexa)

❖

Video games

❖

Smart cars (Testa, Google, etc., etc.)

❖

Purchase prediction (Send you items before you need it  Coupons)

❖

Fraud detection (Looking for signs of fraud  Credit Card
companies)

❖

Online consumer support (Taco Bellʹs "TacoBot")

❖

News generation (Write stories)

❖

Security surveillance (Looking for warning signs of a threat)

❖

Music & movie recommendation services (Spotify, Pandora,
Netflix, Facebook)

❖

Smart home devices (Learning your behavior patterns)

Healthcare
❖

ResAppDx: Uses algorithms to the sounds, including cough sounds, to
automatically identify potential respiratory conditions, including
pneumonia, asthma, bronchiolitis and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

❖

Beyond Verbal: Attempting to identify biomarkers in users’ voices to
detect a range of health issues, including heart problems, ALS and even
Parkinsonʹs disease

❖

Smart watches and fitness trackers take this a step further by giving users
roundtheclock feedback on their health, constantly measuring readings
like bloodoxygen and glucose levels, blood pressure and heart rhythm

❖

"It won’t be long before you can take a smartphone Xray selfie if you’re
worried that you might have broken a bone

Major AI Arms Race
❖

Google

❖

Facebook

❖

Apple

❖

Amazon

❖

Microsoft

❖

Baidu (Chinese)

❖

Etc.

Example of How iOS Uses AI?
❖

Maps suggest better routes

❖

Automated text responses

❖

Facial recognition for photos (locally)

❖

Voicemails transcribed

❖

Your phone knows when you lift it up

❖

Siri can order an Uber, text to WhatsApp, order a pizza,...

❖

Automated videos of events

❖

Smarter News app automatically group stories

Chatbots
❖

Computer program designed to simulate conversation with
human users, especially over the Internet.

❖

Will eventually eliminate the need for individual "apps"

❖

Can potentially learn about your behavior and only show you
things you need or want

❖

With AI, chatbots can be much more than just a "personal
assistant"

❖

Everyone (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft, etc.)
working on chatbots

Current Chatbot Examples
❖

Weather bots: Gets the weather whenever you ask

❖

Grocery bot: Help pick out & order groceries

❖

News bot: Ask it to tell you when something interesting happens

❖

Life advice bot: Tell it your problems & it helps think of solutions

❖

Personal finance bot: It helps you manage your money

❖

Scheduling bot: Get me a meeting with a team

❖

A bot that is your friend: Microsoft Xiaoice (China) with 20 M
folks, Microsoft Tay

Facebook Messenger "Bot"
❖

Chatbots are essentially strippeddown apps

❖

Changes the way to talk to businesses and transact,
receive customer service, consume entertainment

❖

Can track sports games, order clothing, manage
personal finance apps, book flights or play a game, etc.

❖

Currently 11,000 chatbots in Messenger

❖

More than 900 M monthly active users

Google Brain
Alphabet (Google) AI development team:
❖

Google Now

❖

Google Translate

❖

Google Photo

❖

Google Allo

Personal Assistants
❖

Apple Siri

❖

Microsoft Cortana

❖

Google Now

❖

Amazon Alexa

❖

EasilyDo  Mail app with a builtin assistant

❖

24me  Manage & unify calendars, tasks, notes, personal accounts

❖

Voice Assistant  Translates your voice into text & sends to all
other apps

❖

Evi  Talk in natural language and it gives you answers

Facial Recognition

❖

Google Photos

❖

Apple Photos

❖

Facebook

Artificial Intelligence in 2017
❖

Wave of Chatbots  Social media to cars, drones, IoT,
healthcare, agriculture,...

❖

Software that can learn and adapt on its own to make
hardware smarter

❖

New niche market of the tech industry

❖

Massive amounts of info being collected by Internet
connected devices

❖

Need AI to process all this info

Examples of AI on
Smartphones

Demo Apps
❖

Apple Photos  New smart photo features

❖

Google Allo  Smart messaging

❖

Aipoly  Object and color recognizer

❖

AI Scry  Textual descriptions of objects it sees

❖

Trip  Uses your interests, time of day, weather, etc. to find best activities, events,
restaurants

❖

Recent News  Learns your interests, suggests articles, proposes topics you might like
to follow

❖

Microsoft Pix  Smart camera

❖

The Roll  Photo aesthetic scoring  Identify your best photos

❖

Prisma  Transform your Photos to art

Google Allo

❖

Smart messaging app

❖

Reply to messages without typing a single word

❖

Learns and responds in your style to text & photos

❖

Uses Google Assistant to find things for you

"Recent News"
❖

Studies your reading habits, how much you read daily,
what you like or share, and through that, suggest
articles that you will definitely consume

❖

Five primary tabs plus you can further customize the
app by adding various filters

❖

Able to accurately recommend some really engaging
stories

"AIpoly"
❖

Neural Network  understand your cameraʹs input and
describe what it sees out loud.

❖

Identify Objects

❖

Identify Colors

❖

Understand Scenes (coming soon)  describe the relationships
between the items it sees, such as "a dog near a lamp post."

❖

Always Learning  learn new objects by typing their
description.

AI Photo Apps
❖

Google Photos

❖

Apple iOS Photos

❖

Facebook

❖

AI Scry  Describes the world around you

❖

Trip.com  Trip planning and activityrecommendations

❖

Microsoft Pix

❖

EyeEm "The Roll"

❖

Prisma

Microsoft Pix App
❖

Smart settings  Automatically checks scene and lighting between each shutter
tap, and updates settings between each shot.

❖

Face recognition  Optimizes settings to help people look their best.

❖

Best moment  Captures a burst of frames every time you tap the shutter
button, including frames before and after you tap, to help you catch the right
moment.

❖

Best images  Automatically selects up to three of the best and most unique
shots from the burst

❖

Image auto enhance  Uses data from discarded burst frames to enhance each
Best Image by improving exposure and color and reducing noise and blur.

❖

Face enhancement  Custom filter to enhance photos of people, which
intelligently considers factors like age, gender, skin tone, and lighting.

❖

Creates live images (images with movement)

EyeEm "The Roll"
❖

Each photo given an aesthetic score
❖

Scoring technology uses the algorithm that combines the artistic principles in photography
with cuttingedge deep learning technology

❖

Trained using millions of curated photos  learns and replicates the choices of professional
curators and applies scores to photos from 0 to 100.

❖

Helps you to quickly identify your best shots.

❖

Image recognition technology that not only groups photos based on their content, but can also
highlight the best ones.

❖

Automatically tags and displays photos in categories so you can easily search.

❖

Understands physical objects as well as moods and emotion concepts and adds them as
keywords to the metadata

❖

Multiple nearlyidentical shots bunched together with the best on top

❖

December 2016 Update: "Over the coming months, we’ll be integrating The Roll’s features into
EyeEm and discontinuing the app"

"Prisma"
❖

Transforms your photos and videos into works of art using the
styles of famous artists: Van Gogh, Picasso, Levitan, as well as
world famous ornaments and patterns.

❖

Unique combination of neural networks and artificial intelligence
helps you turn memorable moments into timeless art pieces.

❖

Takes an image, breaks it down and turns it into something new.
The end result looks like something created by an artist with a
paintbrush on canvas instead of a photo.

❖

2016 iPhone App of the Year

